Genomics and metabolomics as markers for the interaction of diet and health: lessons from lipids.
Foods are not purified compounds acting on single molecular targets, but complex mixtures of molecules that modulate many biochemical pathways simultaneously. Diet affects the probability of developing various diseases. Nevertheless, specific recommendations for individual diets are not simple. Recommending nutrient intakes above and beyond those needed to provide adequacy requires scientific knowledge and regulatory scrutiny to ensure the efficacy and safety even of essential nutrients. Designing a diet to improve metabolic health is a bold and ambitious goal. It is possible to design foods that will alter metabolism, but what change will make everyone who is otherwise healthy even healthier? Changing one aspect of metabolism to lower the risk of one disease does not improve overall health if it comes at the expense of disrupting another aspect of metabolism that increases the risk of another disease. This issue has: 1) frustrated nutritional recommendations that could provide benefits to the health of large subsets of the population, 2) caused the recall of drugs with many beneficial effects and 3) caused harm by implying that single nutrients/foods could be healthy for everyone. An individualized system for metabolic assessment would establish the efficacy and safety of nutrients such as amino acids or fatty acids when these are designed to be consumed at levels providing improved metabolic health. The need to document the lack of an adverse effect of a food or drug on physiology necessitates a global, i.e. metabolomic approach.